Right, Write, Rite, Wright  Name:_______________

Right: correct in judgment, opinion, or action
Write: to express or communicate in writing
Rite: A formal ceremony
Wright: A worker/ constructive worker (usually added playwright, wheelwright)

Write the proper Right, Rite, Wright, Write in the Blank

1. What would happen if I don’t hit the ___________ note.
2. My teacher gave us an assignment that I would have to ___________ by hand.
3. When I look to the __________ I sometimes see a ___________ being performed in the graveyard with many people wearing black.
4. Today I went to church and we saw the ___________ of a child’s baptism
5. A wheel ______ makes bicycle wheels.
6. Learning to drive a car is a ________ of passage for high school students.
7. I ________ with my dominate hand.
8. The word ______ challenge is a national reading competition for high school students.
9. I eat pizza with my _____________ hand

Right, Write, Rite, Wright  By: Jen Davison

Right: correct in judgement, opinion, or action
Write: to express or communicate in writing
Rite: A formal ceremony or a religious ceremony
Wright: A worker/ constructive worker (usually added playwright, wheelwright)

Write the proper Right, Rite, Wright, Write in the Blank

1. Arthur Asher Miller is considered a popular American play_______
2. When I __________ the __________ word I am very proud of myself.
3. Sometimes I turn _________ instead of left
4. Which ________ do you like better for the church ceremony - I or II?
5. I needed a wheel made so I went to a ____________